Legacy software documents are hard to understand and visualize. The tag cloud technique helps software developers to visualize the contents of software documents. A tag cloud is a well-known and simple visualization technique. This paper proposes a new method to visualize software documents, using a tag cloud. In this paper, tags visualize in the cloud based on their frequency in an alphabetical order. The most important tags are displayed with a larger font size. The originality of this method is that it visualizes the contents of JavaDoc as a tag cloud. To validate the JavaDocCloud method, it was applied to NanoXML case study, the results of these experiments display the most common and uncommon tags used in the software documents.
I. INTRODUCTION
Nowadays, tag clouds are widely used in several domains. For instance, tag clouds have been used in the software engineering domain for software source code and information visualisation [1] [2] [3] [4] . This paper suggests an original approach called JavaDocCloud to visualize software documents as a tag cloud. This paper considers only the Javadoc document. The Javadoc is a software document written by the software developer to summarize software source code [5] . The tag cloud is a visualization technique [6] , while the tag is a single word. The main idea of the tag cloud is to visualize the content of document as a single tag cloud. The tag cloud uses font size to display the tag frequency in the document.
Most current methods are designed to identify tag clouds from textual documents. In the literature, there is no approach identifies tag cloud from software documents such as Javadoc. There are very few existing methods which use a tag cloud visualization technique with software source code. Emerson et al. use tag clouds to visualize class names and method names [1, 2] . Cottrell et al. suggest an approach to visualize software methods through tag cloud [7] . Almsie'deen [4] offers the Iconic method to visualize software source code as a tag cloud.
JavaDocCloud approach aims to help software developer to understand the documents of legacy software system. Tag cloud helps software developers to discover the most frequent words used in the Javadoc. JavaDocCloud approach accepts as input the software document (Javadoc). Then, the approach extracts all words from Javadoc. Next, the approach stems the words into their roots or tags. After that, the approach assigns weight to each tag based on its frequency in the document. Finally, JavaDocCloud identifies tag cloud as output. This approach is based on the previous work called Iconic [4] .
The JavaDocCloud approach is detailed in the remainder of this paper as follows. Section II discusses the related work. Section III presents Javadoc tag cloud process step by step. Section IV describes the experiments that were conducted to validate JavaDocCloud proposal, while section V concludes and provides perspectives for this work.
II. RELATED WORK
This section presents the related work relevant to JavaDocCloud contributions. It also provides a concise overview of the different approaches and shows the need to propose JavaDocCloud approach. Anslow et al. [8] use a tag cloud to visualize the structure of Java class names. The extracted tag clouds have exposed the most frequently used words used in Java class names. Cottrell et al. [7] propose an approach to visualize software methods via tag cloud. Eclipse plugin Sourcecloud [9] creates a tag cloud visualization of the text within software code. The authors of [10] used the tag cloud to help name the extracted features based on the most frequent word in the identified blocks. In [4] , the author used a tag cloud to visualize software identifier names (i.e. packages, classes, attributes and methods). In software engineering domain, most existing approaches are designed to extract tag clouds from software source code. Regarding software documents there is no approach that visualizes these documents as a tag cloud. The concise overview of the existing approaches shows the need
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to propose an approach to visualize the software documents by using the tag cloud.
III. JAVADOC TAG CLOUD PROCESS
This section presents the key ideas and principles used in the Javadoc Cloud approach and, at last, it describes the Javadoc tag cloud process step by step. Fig. 1 The Javadoc tag cloud process An overview of the Javadoc tag cloud process is shown in Figure 1 . The input is the legacy Javadoc documents obtained from software documents. The output is the tag cloud. As an illustrative example, this paper considers the Javadoc of the ArgoUML [11] case study. The JavaDocCloud approach identifies the Javadoc tag cloud in five steps as detailed in the following.
A. Extracting the Words from Javadoc
The first step of the Javadoc tag cloud process is the extraction of words from Javadoc documents. The goal of this step is to mine all the words from the Javadoc documents. The inputs of this step are a set of Javadoc documents. The output of this step is a document containing all the words from Javadoc documents. In this step, the punctuation marks and numbers are removed. The approach splits the words of document into a set of words by using the camel-case splitting algorithm [12, 13] . The camel-case splitting algorithm splits words based on capital letters. For example: skipWhitespace is split into a skip and whitespace.
B. Stemming the Words into Their Roots
The second step of the Javadoc tag cloud process is the word stemming by using WordNet [14, 15] . Word stemming means dropping a word to its word stem or root. For example, the word "combined" has the word root "combine". The stemmer takes as input the original word and produces as output the word base or tag. The input of this step is the words file which is the output of the previous step. The output of this step is the tags file.
C. Arranging Tags in An Alphabetical Order
The third step of the Javadoc tag cloud process is arranging tags in an alphabetical order. This step accepts as input the tags file from the previous step and creates as output a tags file which contains all tags in an alphabetical order. For example, a tags file has the following tags: element, charlie, beta and alpha. In order to display these tags in the cloud there is a need to store these tags in an alphabetical order. Thus, the output tags file contains the same tags in the following order: alpha, beta and charlie, element.
D. Assigning Weights to Tags
The fourth step of the Javadoc tag cloud process is a tag weighting. This step accepts as input the tags file from the previous step and creates as output a tags file which contains the frequency of each tag across all Javadoc documents. The font size of each tag in the tag cloud gives an indication about the tag importance. In this step, a weight is given to each tag. Where a weight is given to tag based on its frequency across all software documents. In tag cloud, larger font sizes assigning to the more frequent tags. For example, in the Javadoc of legacy software the message tag was occurred 5 times across all documents, so the given weight of this tag is 5.
E. Identifying Tag Cloud
The last step of the Javadoc tag cloud process is identifying the tag cloud. This step accepts the tags file and builds the tag cloud as output. Tag cloud represents all tags extracted from software documents. The tags importance in the cloud can obtain easily through tag font sizes. In this paper, the weight of the tag is determined by the font-size only. The use of color is random, where it is not mapped to any conditions. The mined tag cloud allows software developers to comprehend what are the most common tags as well as the uncommon tags.
As an example, the approach uses the Javadoc for the main class of Argo UML [16] software which belongs to org.argouml.application package. Table I shows the Javadoc for the main class of ArgoUML software. Figure 2 shows the extracted tag cloud from Javadoc of main class in Table I . In Figure 2 , tag cloud shows the most common tag (e.g., static and the) and the uncommon tags (e.g., args, use, we, much and part). Figure 3 shows the tag cloud for the main class of ArgoUML software system. In this tag cloud, the number of tag frequency appears beside each tag.
IV. EXPERIMENTATION
This section presents the experiment that conducted to validate the JavaDocCloud approach. It also shortly presents the NanoXML case study and its results and, at last, it presents the threats to validity of JavaDocCloud approach.
The JavaDocCloud approach has been tested on the NanoXML [17] case study. The NanoXML software is a Java program for parsing XML file. The approach prototype is produced to extract tag cloud from software Javadoc. More information about prototype is available at JavaDocCloud web page [18] . Figure 4 shows the extracted tag cloud from JavaDoc of NanoXML software. The JavaDocCloud approach needs to 1988 ms to create the tag cloud from the JavaDoc of NanoXML software. Fig. 3 The tag cloud with tag frequency for the main class of ArgoUML software Fig. 4 The extracted tag cloud from JavaDoc of NanoXML software
The most common and uncommon tags across the Javadoc documents of NanoXML software is presented in Table II . Figure 5 shows the tag cloud of NanoXML JavaDoc documents. In Figure 5 , the tag cloud includes the tag frequency. In JavaDocCloud approach the tag frequency uses as an indicator of the tag frequency through the software documents. For a lack of research evaluating tag clouds in the software engineering field, there was trouble in evaluating the JavaDocCloud method. Fig. 5 The tag cloud with tag frequency for the NanoXML JavaDoc
The threat to the validity of JavaDocCloud approach is that current work considers only one type of software documents which is JavaDoc. The Wordnet dictionary maybe not reliable in all cases to identify word stems or roots. Moreover, when software developer uses mix words (such as: GeTSettingS) in the JavaDoc documents the camel-case splitting algorithm can't handle such word.
V. CONCLUSION
This paper presented a new technique to visualize software documents as a tag cloud. The key idea of this approach is to help software experts to understand the legacy software documents via tag cloud technique. The novelty of JavaDocCloud approach is that it exploits the Javadoc of software system to build an efficient tag cloud. The approach has applied on NanoXML case study. The resulted tag cloud shows the most frequent tags and the uncommon tags. Regarding future work, JavaDocCloud approach plans to extend the current approach to include other types of software artifacts such as: design documents.
